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SCAMPS September Meeting

As of this writing no meeting is planned for September. See you next month for a lunch
meeting with John and Lance Powers.
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SCAMPS NEWS

by Clint Brooks

Heading into mid-August finds most still trying to keep
cool, although for an August it hasn’t been terribly hot as
you would expect. Perris field is actually in pretty good
shape-there is still tall stuff (but less tall) to the north but
to the west the sheep have been taking care of business the
last few weeks. Hopefully they eat their way to the north
field before the rains start again and we have a chance at
spotting our models on retrieval. The downside-lots of
pokey things sticking up everywhere so be sure to mash
them down as you walk to and fro just to make sure you
dispatch what you can before your wing finds it.
I spent the month of June and July getting an E-36 project
going in hopes of lighter weight and improved flight performance. This all-balsa
concept I’ve dubbed Voodoo has been interesting to say the least. My challenge was
to design a structural concept that would be 150 grams or less, ready to fly. That
means one that won’t break apart after two or three flights and DT landings. I will
say this-it’s very hard to beat the accuracy and strength of a carbon tube with balsa
wood.
Voodoo T-1 was an attempt at a somewhat radical high thrust line configuration with
the pylon swept to put most of the side area just under and aft of the center of gravity.
Some of this was to see what happens when you do so, as I liked the rakish look this
fuselage design has. Construction commenced in June, and the first wing build was
well overweight and over engineered for the spar. I didn’t even finish building it this
was so obvious. I returned to a
simpler, lighter spar and built this
wing to the point of covering, put it
on the scale and was again dismayed
by the numbers. I tried to whittle
away some of the sections I felt could
be left out but this didn’t amount to
much. At this point the fuselage was
completed, and feeling defeated by
T-1
the wing and stab design weights I put
an existing covered Joulebox wing
and stab on and it looked perfect.
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Hopeful, I put this assembly on the scale and the model was cracking 149 grams
ready to fly-Eureka! Well, maybe-I had recognized my tail boom design was
probably going to have issues as I did not carry the longerons through the pylon
assembly to the forward end in my weight savings approach. Oh well, let’s go fly it
to see what happens.
Flying was so-so. Initial glides were spot on-after two or three of those I sent up a
2.5 second power run with short DT. Climbed nice and steady straight ahead-nothing
dramatic. I kept adding run time up to five seconds, noting it was tending to fly right
under power, and as speed built somewhat tucking. When the motor stopped the nose
would lift instantly so there was something going on with the geometry under power.
But the model was safe enough so I added glide time after the shutdown. Some stab
tilt and decalage adjustments later it was starting to transition but still having in an
issue of lifting the nose at the end and stalling for the glide entry. I decided to add a
small right rudder tab to see if I could influence the turn a bit at the top, and the next
flight launched into a full barrel roll that ended with right wing contact to the ground
just as the RDT killed the motor. Scraped away, the wing was shattered, but the stab
and fuselage were pretty much unharmed. Feeling no remorse, I plucked another
Joulebox wing from my stash and removed the right rudder tab and went back to
other methods of influencing events. I was getting to the point of semi-happiness
with the transition when the suspect tail boom design confirmed my suspicions and
broke off on a DT landing.
Immediately I set out to revise the fuselage design to overcome the structural
deficiency in T-1. I ended up making a constant width boom section which also
helps with setting the vertical fin, and there is structural carry-through all the way
through the pylon to take the landing loads. Energized, I started to build a new
Joulebox wing for testing the T-2 configuration. Once that was out of the way, I built
the T-2 fuselage, only to observe that the tail boom had developed a banana warp to
the side and a little bit up. I tried to think of light weight methods to correct this, but
in the end, was scrapped as it seemed obvious any cure would wipe out the design
intent of a lighter model.
Then the story takes another turn, as I pulled out the carbon tube and tried to
visualize how I could benefit this design with it. I realized I could, but also realized
the Joulebox already has less parts in the fuselage and if I really wanted lighter, I
should explore ideas to lighten this model instead. Thus, the Mark 3 Joulebox was
born in July, shaving a full eight grams off the gross weight compared to my Mark 2
model. In the E36 world, this is a significant weight savings and the model proved to
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be a delightfully fast climber when tested in late July. I’m still in work on this for a
kit upgrade but let me return to the story of the Voodoo.
After relieving my design thoughts on the Mark 3 Joulebox, I returned to a second
building of the Voodoo T-2. This time I exercised more caution in the tail boom
assembly and ended up with an acceptably straight part, and still contend this is hard
to do compared to a carbon tube. The fuselage build from that point on went
uneventfully. On the T-2 I took some of the aft sweep out of the pylon and also
increased incidence on the wing to help with the stall recovery I observed on T-1.

Lee Hines with Voodoo T-2

Other than that, the model is pretty much the same, and in the interim, had built a
third Voodoo wing using the Joulebox spar design, as well as a weight reduced
Voodoo stab. These parts weight-wise were more what I was looking for, although
the stab is still heavier than desired, and my magic 149 gram mark was gone too.
Having a straight tail boom influenced enthusiasm so I quickly finished and test flew
the model the first weekend in August.
T-2 flight testing went better but it was still a struggle to get a good transition at the
top. A combination of thrust settings and wing skew finally got it looking fairly
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decent at the end. I was unsatisfied with the motor mount however, finding it hard to
get things shimmed. During the following week, I reworked the motor mount setup
to make things easier to adjust. The next session had me starting over on thrust
settings. The model was going right at launch and as speed picked up breaking to the
left slightly, and always a pitch up stall at the end as the model tried to yaw back
around to the right. The tucking tendency under power was gone however so I think
redistributing the pylon side surface area helped improve that. But it’s clear the
model is not consistent in tracking during the climb, and tends to enter a series of
stalls with little dampening. Moving the center of gravity forward did not help for
stalling so I’m working on a new stabilizer to increase tail volume a bit to help
dampen the stall-it’s an on-going development and really a lot of fun to figure out all
the quirks in a new model. At least the revised tail boom design has proven to take
the abuse so far!
No summer contests are being held at Perris due to field conditions, so not much to
report there. The Free Flight Champs are coming up in late September and more
beyond that-check out the calendars that follow.
Here are some pictures from the August club meeting at the home of Joe and Linda
Jones. As usual, the garden-fresh corn on the cob was excellent as was the company.
It was a pleasant afternoon with friends-many thanks for hosting to Joe and Linda.

Fountain Valley Flight Line
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L-R: Ray Peel, Fernando Ramos, Lance Powers, Milon Viel, Paul
Guiso, George Walter. Larry Terigno in the background

R-L: Hal Cover (back), Mike Pykelny, John Riese, Gene
Drake, Roger Willis, Ken Kaiser, Don Kaiser
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Before we sign off there is an email from Don McNamee concerning models he
has for sale. Review the email below if you are interested.
Hi Kevin,
Don McNamee here.
Would it be possible to put the following information
into the SCAMPS newsletter?
Don McNamee has about 25 airplanes for sale, all new. All sizes, all classes;
AMA and nostalgia. Also, a bunch of ignition motors and a new Westerner with
Super Cyclone and electronic ignition.
The price is only for what it costs to build it; no labor (cheaper than a therapist
for Don)
Call Don for information at 805 531-9442.
Thanks a lot. Hope all is well.
Don
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2017 Free Flight Contest Schedules -Perris/Taibi Site Unless Otherwise Noted
SCAMPS Monthly Club & Sanctioned Contest Schedule 2017
Mo

Day

Jan
Feb
Feb
Mar
Mar
Apr
Apr
May
June
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Oct
Nov
Dec

25
15
5
15
12
12
22-23
17
4
14
12
16
13
18
21-22
15
13

Mo
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
June
July
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec

Day
29
19
19
9
20-21
11
N/A
N/A
17
15
12
10

Mo
Apr
Jun
Oct

Day
12
21
4

Mo
Feb
Sep
Jul

Rubber
P30 / Jimmy Allen
OT Small Rubber (comb)-weather cancel

Gas

Electric

CD

1/2A, ABC, D/supD AMA Gas
1/2A, ABC Nos Gas

F1S (E-36)
E Nostalgia

B. Crowe
H. Mathies

AMA Electric

J. Jones

Perris Special, OT Sport Glow

F1Q + F1S

R. Peel

1/2A, ABC, D/supD AMA Gas

E Nostalgia

J. Carman

Haggart/Bowden-Perris-weather cancel

All 1/2A AMA + Nos Gas

P-30 / Greve mass launch
SCAMPS 13th Annual Taibi Contest-Perris

OT Large Rubber (comb)
SCAMPS/SCIF Texaco-Lost Hills
4oz Wake / 8oz Wake + Mulvihill
Lotto/Twin Pusher-Perris: CANCELLED

All Hi-thrust AMA + Nos
F1S + E-20
Perris Special, OT Sport Glow AMA Electric
1/2A, ABC, D/supD AMA Gas
E Nostalgia
All 1/2A AMA + Nos Gas
F1S + E-20
Perris Special, OT Sport Glow AMA Electric

Twin Pusher/Coupe (F1G)

P-30/Comml Rubber
Moffett / Comml Rubber
OT Large Rubber (comb)
Nos Wake / Nos Rubber

Cancelled
Cancelled
Cancelled
R. Thomas
P. Ronney

SCAMPS/SCIF Fall Annual-Lost Hills

P-30 / Jimmy Allen
1/2A-A, BCD AMA Gas
Gollywock Mass Launch + OT Small Rubber (comb) 1/2A, ABC Nos Gas

F1S

E Nostalgia

San Diego Orbiteers Monthly Club & Sanctioned Contest Schedule 2017
Rubber
Power
HLG/CLG
P-30
(no rain date)
Any-Gas or Electric
Any
OT/Nostalgia
(no rain date)
Any-Gas or Electric
Any
Coupe
(3/26 rain date)
Any-Gas or Electric
Any
P-30 Memorial (4/30 rain date)
Any-Gas or Electric
Any
SDO/FGMC FF Bonanza-Lost Hills
Coupe
CANCELLED
Any-Gas or Electric
Any
No Contest Planned
No Contest Planned
Coupe
(no rain date)
Any-Gas or Electric
Any
P-30
(10/29 rain date)
Any-Gas or Electric
Any
OT/Nostalgia (11/19 rain date)
Any-Gas or Electric
Any
Coupe
(12/17 rain date)
Any-Gas or Electric
Any

OASIS Squadron FAC-20 Outdoor Schedule 2017
Events
Location
Jimmie Allen, Biplane ML, OT Rubber fuselage
Perris
2-bit+1, WWII Combat ML, FAC Rubber Scale
Perris
BLUR Race, Greve/Thompson comb, Jimmie Allen
Perris

San Diego Scale Staffel Outdoor Schedule 2017
Day
25-26 Flying Aces Club
Perris
9-10 Flying Aces Club
Perris
4
Orbiteers Mooney Contest
Perris
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G. Drake
B. Crowe

CD
Mark Chomyn
Mark Chomyn
Mark Chomyn
Mark Chomyn
Mark Chomyn

Mark Chomyn
Mark Chomyn
Mark Chomyn
Mark Chomyn

CD
Roger Willis
Roger Willis
Roger Willis

CD
John Hutchinson
John Hutchinson

N

Note to guests interested in observing or flying free flight models at Perris:
The usual time to catch us in the act is in the morning. Most Saturday mornings are when
people come out to test fly or tune up their models and skills, and just have a good time. You
can observe a handful of top FAI rubber and glider flyers along with with others flying a range
of model types-mostly endurance rubber powered and electric or gas powered. Scale free flight
models are flown when the Scale Staffel has their FAC contests also noted above. These are
typically conducted over two day periods to get in all the event categories normally flown.
Flying usually starts 7-ish and ends late morning depending on winds. There is usually a group
that flies on Wednesday as well if you would rather make a mid-week trip. Come join us-see
the map above for an idea on directions-it’s on the east side of the 215 freeway, off San Jacinto
Ave.-there is a dirt road entrance on the right.
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Lost Hills Model Airfield Contest Schedule 2017
Mo
Jan
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
May
June
July
Aug
Sep
Oct
Oct
Oct
Nov
Dec

Mo
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
June
July
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec

Day
N/A
11-12
15-16
16
17
?-?
22-23
20-21
27-28
N/A
N/A
N/A
22-24
6-9
8-10
21-22
?-?
N/A

Rules
No Contest Scheduled
Isacsson Winter Classic/Kiwi F1E
FAI/AMA
North American Open
FAI
California Cup F1E
FAI
Bob White Max Men International
FAI
SCAT Annual
FAI
SCAMPS/SCIF/San Valeers Spring Annual
AMA/NFFS/SAM
Dual Club FF Bonanza-SDO/Fresno Gas Model Club AMA /NFFS/SAM
Bissonette Memorial
FAI
No Contest Scheduled
No Contest Sheduled
No Contest Scheduled
US FF Champs
AMA/NFFS/SAM
Kotuku Cup
FAI
Sierra Cup
FAI
SCAMPS/SCIF/San Valeers Fall Annual Annual
AMA/NFFS/SAM/FAC
Patterson Memorial
FAI
No Contest Scheduled

Other Contests of Interest 2017
Day
14-16 Southwest Regionals-Eloy AZ

3
Western States Championships-Sacramento CA
24-28 AMA Outdoor Nationals
2-4

Rocky Mountain FF Champs-Denver CO
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Rules
FAI/AMA/SAM

AMA/NFFS/FAI/SAM
AMA/NFFS/FAI/SAM
FAI/AMA /NFFS/FAC

SCAMPS/SCIFS Old Time Fall Annual
_________________________________________________________________________________________
Combined with SAN VALEERS Nostalgia Annual
CD: Terry Thorkildsen (805) 495-6135
Co-CD: Tom Laird (310) 544-7606

**** Any Event can be flown on either day, do not have to finish same day! ****

October 21st & 22nd, 2017, Lost Hills, California

Saturday

Sunday

7 AM to 4 PM

7 AM to 2:30PM

½ A Texaco (7 AM to 11 AM)*
A/B/C Pylon

Texaco (7 AM to 11 AM)
A/B/C Cabin

30 Second Antique
SAM Gas Scale
Small Rubber Cabin
Large Rubber Stick
OT HLG/CLG
Bungee Launched 36 Inch Towline Glider
Large C/D Classic AMA Gas

.020 Replica
Large Rubber Cabin
Small Rubber Stick
Pee Wee Antique
Electric Nostalgia
Small A/B Classic AMA Gas

Entry fees: $10.00 registration (includes 1st event), $5.00 additional events
Lost Hills Membership required

Gollywock Mass Launch Saturday 8:30 AM
Twin Pusher Mass Launch Sunday 8:30 AM
*1/2 A Texaco: 8cc fuel, any .051 or smaller engine, best single flight of 3 official flights
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SCAMPS CD Daniel Heinrich (909) 593-5789 AeronutD@cs.com
SCIFS CD Mike Myers 818 439-3799 (mobile) - 818 241-9154 (home) mikemyersgln@charter.net
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